Safety Spot

The latest LAA Engineering topics
and investigations By Malcolm McBride

Safety Spot

Fatigue, design tweaks, tailplane loss, re-rigging
and Pitts special

elcome to 2019. Undoubtedly it will take me a bit of
time to get used to writing this new number. I’ll expect
a few ‘telling’s-off’ from the administration staff here at
LAA HQ for getting it wrong! Normally, after returning
from the Christmas break, it takes a few months to
get my bearings, especially new dates, in order. I hope that all’s well with
you and those close to you, and that you had a good time over the
Christmas/New Year break. Although I expect that many of you won’t
have had much, if any, time off as aviation is one of those 24/7
occupations. No doubt some of you will have been working in one of
the many other kinds of essential services, perhaps looking after the
emergency needs of us nine-to-five types? Thank you for being on
duty during the festivities while the rest of us were enjoying ourselves.
I hope you know that it’s appreciated.
Of course, it feels a bit weird welcoming the new year, as I’m
writing this issue of Safety Spot in the middle of December: “…
empathise McBride, empathise… and for goodness sake, think
ahead!” Mind you, this advice, given to me many years ago by a
music teacher because it was clear that my eyes weren’t clever
enough to read the notes as they were being presented on the sheet,
did help a bit but, because events rarely occur as predicted, I was
then subjected to complaints about ‘re-writing’ the score. Win? Me?
… only very rarely!
Now. What’s on this Safety Spot menu? As you appreciate, there’s
always a lot going on, but there’s been a couple of overseas events
that have caught our attention that we feel need to lead this month’s
foray into the world of continuing airworthiness concerns.
The first involves a very nasty incident where a fellow flyer was
killed, involving an in-flight wing failure on a Challenger microlight.
You’ll have seen the accompanying photographs I guess, so you’ll
know that we think that ‘fatigue’ has led to the failure in a critical
structural connection as being the most likely cause. The second
incident featured involves the loss of a tailplane of a Sting aircraft
during normal (non-aerobatic) flight – in this case tragedy was
averted because the ballistic parachute was deployed and the
aircraft returned to Earth without anybody being injured.
To balance things up a little, taking into account that the two
aforementioned issues affect older aircraft in our fleet, I’d like to
discuss in general terms why, if you’re taking on a new aircraft type,
it’s very important to get to know your new partner before taking
liberties. First, the old.

W

Above LAA Engineering has recently reissued an Airworthiness
Information Leaflet (AIL) that was originally published in 2008. This
re-issue increases the frequency of the mandatory checks to the
lower lift strut brackets from each 50 hours to every 25 hours;
although, most importantly it now requires a ‘before next flight’
inspection if this specific inspection hasn’t been carried out within the
last 25 flight hours.
The reason we’re re-focussing our attention on this attachment is
that we have been made aware of a fatal accident that occurred in
Ontario, Canada, earlier this year (30 July 2018) where, during the
post-crash investigation, the bracket securing the right front lift strut
was found to have failed in flight. This led to the right wing separating
in flight. Photos: LAA Library
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Left and below Canadian
investigators discovered the lift strut’s
attachment bracket had failed across
the attaching bolt hole, you will note
that there’s clear evidence that the
bracket has failed due to fatigue; the
origin of the crack appears to be at the
bolt hole (right hand side in the fracture
face picture) with the material failure
progressing from right to left – notice the
overload failure area (extreme left). The
Canadian Authority have stressed that no ‘official’
metallurgical analysis has been done but, because of the
clear beach lines, fatigue due to regular bending of the bracket is
most likely the culprit for this failure. The main structural element of
the strut, a sleeved 6061-T6 aluminium tube, resides inside the
lightweight aerodynamic fairing and can be just seen in the picture of
the failed strut on the left. Photo: TSB of Canada

Right The top sketch shows the original design of the Challenger strut
to fuselage attachment. When the aircraft first came through initial
approval process, LAA Engineering noted that the high strength
aluminium used in the attachment brackets can be very vulnerable to
the effects of fatigue and didn’t like the fact that lifting forces passing
down the strut to the bracket would cause bending in the base of the
attachment bracket across the bolt hole. The picture centre shows the
LAA ‘required’ modification, colloquially LAA MOD 9, (required for UK/
LAA approval) which, by the addition of saddles and a load spreading
washer, reduced the likelihood of bending at the base of the bracket.
Later BFC Challengers have still further improved this connection
(bottom picture), though to date, no UK aircraft have reported cracks
having been found during their annual inspections. Because this
connection is subject to fatigue, regular ‘strip’ inspections must be
included in the aircraft’s Tailored Maintenance Schedule.
Photo: LAA Library

Above After the accident our Canadian colleagues, quite sensibly,
decided to carry out a limited fleet inspection of the lift strut
attachment brackets on some Canadian registered aircraft. This
investigation is ongoing but, alarmingly, out of the 22 brackets
inspected so far, eight have been found to have metallurgical defects
or cracks. The pictures above come from two examples where
material failure has been encountered; the picture on the left shows a
crack developing inside the bolt hole, worryingly, this bracket was
taken from an aircraft that had flown only four hours since build. The
picture on the right shows a crack progressing from the attachment
bolt from and is from an aircraft that had flown about 430 flight hours.
Photo: TSB of Canada
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Quad City Challenger II – In-Flight Separation of
Right Wing

In 2008, a Canadian registered Challenger has suffered a catastrophic
in-flight failure of a lower lift strut attachment bracket. The bracket failed
across the bolt hole at the bracket’s attachment to the fuselage. In
response to this failure, an Airworthiness Information Leaflet (AIL) (LAA/
MOD/177/015 issue 1) was issued requiring owners of Challenger
aircraft operating under an LAA administered Permit to Fly to dismantle
the connection, perform a close visual inspection within five flying hours
and re-inspect each subsequent 50 flying hours.
LAA Engineering has recently been made aware by engineers from
the Transportation Safety Board of Canada of another fatal accident
involving a Challenger; this latest incident occurred in Ontario, Canada,
on 30 July 2018.
Naturally, on receipt of this ‘heads-up’ from our Canadian colleagues
we were worried for our Challenger-owning members. The initial incident
report reads: At approximately 09:50 Eastern Daylight Time on 30 July
2018, the right wing of a privately owned Quad City Challenger II
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Advanced Ultralight aircraft separated from the aircraft when it was at an
altitude of approximately 1000 feet above Talon Lake, Ontario, 14.3
nautical miles east of North Bay Airport (CYYB), Ontario. The aircraft
entered an uncontrolled descent and collided with terrain in a wooded
area. A post-impact fire ensued. The pilot was fatally injured, and the
aircraft was destroyed.
Engineers from the Transportation Safety Board of Canada were
called-in to try to establish the cause of the accident and the initial report
described their findings:
Examination of the aircraft parts retrieved from the site indicate that
the bracket securing the right front lift strut failed while in-flight under
nominal loading conditions due to the presence of a large fatigue crack.
The investigation determined that as the lift strut detached from the
fuselage, the failure of the bracket allowed the right front wing to twist
and rotate upward. The right front spar tore away at the bracket attached
to the main center beam and caused the wing to fail. During this time, as
the right wing lift forces were no longer transferred to the fuselage, the
aircraft rolled to the right due to the lift forces generated by the left wing.
As the right wing folded back, the rear spar and rear lift strut failed and
the wing then fell away from the aircraft. This right wing separation
resulted in an unrecoverable loss of control and collision with terrain.
In other words, this second Challenger wing strut attachment failure
closely mirrors the first (2008) event. To determine if this issue was
isolated to the occurrence aircraft, the TSB of Canada conducted a
preliminary examination of lift strut brackets from other Quad City
Challenger II aircraft based in Canada. The TSB of Canada conducted a
random sample of 22 strut brackets; the brackets were examined both
directly and visually under a microscope. Their initial report continues:
...within that [random] group, eight brackets were found to have
cracks. As this was a preliminary visual examination limited to visual
examination with/without optical microscope or scanning electron
microscope, the actual lengths and depths were not identified. The
cracks identified vary in size and origin; some appeared to have resulted
from fatigue, whereas others resembled material delamination.
Naturally, we’ve been in communication with members of the
investigation team in Canada, and have been sharing information with
the President of National Ultralight Challenger Advisory Council, Brian
Quickmire, the organisation that looks after the affairs of the many
Challenger owners in Canada.
When the PFA engineering team in Shoreham first assessed the
Challenger back in the 1980s, a number of modifications were required
before the type was approved for use by members, including a
modification to the wing strut connection.
Principally, the problem was that the attachment bracket was
subjected to high stress and repeated bending during normal operation,
which might eventually lead to fatigue problems. In the PFA mod, the
seating of the bracket was improved by fitting shaped washers under
the fitting and washers to spread the load from the bolt head. Later,
when MW designer and professional aircraft stress specialist Mike
Whittaker helped a second UK agent to develop an improved version of
the Challenger known as the BFC model, the upgrades included further
beefing up the strut attachments by substituting larger diameter bolts,
adding bushes and much more substantial load spreading washers. The
orientation of the bracket was also turned through 90 degrees to allow
the wing structure to flex under load without transferring additional
bending stresses to the brackets.
This recent failure has all the hallmarks of a fatigue failure; take a look
at the picture of the fracture face and, if you can, count the number of
beach lines created as the crack propagated through the material.
Looking at the photos of the brackets examined in Canada it does look
like the cracks themselves have developed from the bolt holes as,
perhaps, we should expect, being located in the plane of maximum
bending stress. Stress-men tell us that a bolt hole also acts as a
significant stress raiser, even when in perfect condition – even more so if
there’s an additional factor such as a poorly drilled hole, or perhaps just
a burr, acting as a crack initiator.
In light of the recent Canadian findings we’re currently discussing

whether the modified strut attachments of Challengers operating in the
UK need further improvement. Thankfully, we haven’t seen any failures
or had any cracks reported to us here in the UK; this might be partly
because the hours in service are comparatively low in the UK examples.
Meanwhile, we’ve re-issued our original AIL to up the ante on the
inspection regime by reducing the inspection interval of the strut
attachments from 50 hours to 25 hours. This uprated alert is available
online through an Airworthiness Alert. It’s very important that Challenger
owners add these dismantlement inspections into their Tailored
Maintenance Schedule (TMS) so that they can be sure that no cracks
are developing underneath the attaching paraphernalia.
Naturally, our sympathies go to the family of the pilot involved in this
recent tragedy and, rest assured, the lessons learnt from this horrible
failure will as far as possible be shared through the worldwide sports
aviation community.

TL-Sting – In-Flight Tailplane Detachment

The UK version of the TL 2000 Sting is a composite Group ‘A’, two-seat,
side-by-side, Rotax nine series powered, low-wing, tractor propeller,
tricycle aeroplane. It is a development of a 450kg microlight available
widely throughout Europe and is cleared in the UK to operate at weights
up to 600kg. It’s a kit-built aircraft, the kit being manufactured by TL
Ultralight in the Czech Republic.
The first UK aircraft entered service with an LAA member in 2009.
Between 2009 and 2011 15 aircraft were issued with UK Permits to Fly.
In 2013 the design was updated slightly to the S4 variant, which
included a number of improvements over the original design, including:
engine cowlings redesigned for improved engine cooling; redesigned
canopy to aid entry and improve ventilation; rudder pedals – in-flight
adjustable; luggage bay with top entry for easier access; electric flaps;
redesigned rudder and fin; larger wheels and tyres; redesigned wheel
spats and instrument panel. The S4 variant, and we have a further five of
these on our books, is normally fitted with a Rotax 912iS; we have six S4
variants either operating or under construction in the UK.
A close friend of mine built a TL-Sting, so I’ve been lucky enough to
get a few hours in the type – and I must say what a delightful little
two-seater it is. The handling is superb and it’s not a bad performer;
also, to its great credit, the type itself hasn’t thrown up any real issues
since its first introduction to the LAA fleet in 2009, even though the total
fleet hours (6038) and the average hours flown per year for individual
aircraft is quite a bit above average (58 hr/yr).
To gain approval in the UK, the LAA required 33 design ‘tweaks’ and
these, effectively pre-production modifications, are listed in the Type
Acceptance Data Sheet (TADS) for the type – remember, many aircraft
types on the LAA fleet have a TADS and these important documents can
be downloaded from the Engineering section of the LAA website, it’s a
brilliant resource. Acting on a suggestion from the kit’s importer, Paul
Saunders of TL-Sting (UK) Ltd., the LAA has just issued its first
Airworthiness Information Leaflet (AIL) for the type – LAA/MOD/034
issue 1 – we’ve done this to mandate an Advisory Bulletin (#2018/1)
which asks owners to remove the tailplanes and inspect and re-grease
the tailplane attachment pins. A review of the attached picture showing
terrible corrosion on an overseas Sting aircraft’s attachment pins
emphasises why this is considered necessary.
The Sting, although not considered a de-riggable aircraft in the
normal sense of this term, does employ sailplane-style wing and
tailplane attachment methods, and this type of attachment technique
does raise some important inspection issues.
When you think about it, when a designer first puts their pen to paper
and drafts out a new type, she or he will be thinking about the proposed
aircraft’s future life from an inspection point of view. If the proposed
machine is going to be rigged and re-rigged regularly, perhaps like most
sailplanes to be stored in a trailer, then care needs to be taken to ensure
that these fittings are resilient enough to take this regular de-rig activity
and that the attaching mechanisms are foolproof enough to avoid
incorrect assembly during rigging – but the designer won’t be worried
about hiding away inspection points from engineers because, naturally,
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Left: We saw on social media that a pilot had a lucky escape when he
lost longitudinal control of his TL-Ultralight Sting aircraft while on a
flight over Lake County, Florida, and was saved by the timely
deployment of the on-board ballistic recovery parachute. The picture
featured was borrowed from the web and shows how the aircraft
ended up. The tailplane was found some distance away. Notice that
the fuselage side of the tailplane connection appears to be still firmly
in place. At the time of writing we still haven’t heard back from the
NTSB (the US AAIB equivalent), so the cause of this worrying tailplane
loss is unknown. Photo: Aviation Safety Network

Above left and right Naturally, LAA Engineering has been in touch with the UK agents for the Sting who, in turn, have been chatting to the
aircraft’s manufacturers – they again, at the time of writing, have no ‘official’ knowledge of this incident. The Sting was designed to be easily
de-rigged; the picture on the left shows how this easy de-rig is accomplished – note the glider style pins which slide into bushes sited on the
tailplane’s main spar, the tailplane is held in place by a securing bolt near the leading edge. Because this aircraft was designed to be de-rigged
it does makes sense to remove the tailplane fairly regularly and check the attachment fittings – TL suggest that this should be
done annually. Photo: TL-Ultralight Aircraft
the components, in this case the tailplane, are coming apart very
regularly so any problems, like corrosion, can be dealt with promptly.
In the Sting’s case, it uses quick-release type tailplane attachments,
but the aircraft isn’t really expected to be de-rigged very often (if at all)
– a conundrum that affects a number of types on the LAA fleet. We’ve
been thinking whether we should insist that aircraft that are designed
with de-rigging in mind, but don’t ever get de-rigged, should include,
perhaps in the aircraft’s TMS, perhaps as a general requirement, regular
de-rigs to inspect and, if required, re-lubricate attachment fittings. Paul,
after seeing the picture of the very badly corroded fitting off an overseas
aircraft, has made his decision and he’s issued an ‘advisory’ about it.
Somewhat in parallel to all these rigging and de-rigging thoughts,
and rather coincidentally, we received a report of a tailplane coming off a
10-year-old Sting in Florida, USA. Coincidence in aviation incidents must
never be ignored. Why this failure has happened is, at the time of writing,
a complete mystery – despite repeated requests to the US authority both
from the LAA and, perhaps more importantly, requests from the kit’s
manufacturer, they’re not responding. Of course, this individual tailplane
loss may be a result of many things, though we cannot help but think we
should all take notice of the awful corrosion picture – and take a look at
the tailplane attachments on all UK Stings – hence the AIL.

Pitts S-1S – In Flight Engine Failure

An engine stopping in a Pitts Special in flight will lead to a very busy few
moments in the cockpit and, to have a high chance of a successful
(without damage) field landing, a pilot will need to be in good practice.
One great problem with this type of machine, perhaps a problem shared
with all biplanes, is that to maintain a safe glide speed the aircraft will be
descending very quickly and, naturally, will have a very nose-down
attitude. One regular Pitts flyer reminded me that, in the event of an
engine failure in a Pitts Special, you won’t have the problem of field
choice – it’ll be the one right underneath you! I’m not sure that’s fair
really, but he has a point, things do happen rather quickly if the engine
suddenly becomes ballast. In this brief story of one such engine failure

Right This close-up picture of the
tailplane connection pin shows why
it’s necessary to build into an
aircraft’s Tailored Maintenance
Schedule, strip inspections. This
is particularly important if the
aircraft was designed as a
de-riggable type because the
designer would expect regular
dismantlement where any sort of
problem in the connection would
be quickly spotted. The problem
with the above pin was two-fold,
firstly the pin hadn’t been inspected
for something like ten years and
secondly, the aircraft operated from a
coastal strip.
Photo: TL-Ultralight Aircraft

event, I’d like to skim across the surface of a rather large list of things
that could have been done better. I hope that this will emphasise to the
reader that accidents are almost always the result of many individual
issues combining; remove any one of them and the accident wouldn’t
have happened. Naturally, we’re all human and love to find the ‘smoking
gun’ – and there’s often a ‘headline’ cause for an incident. Although
when you focus on any incident or accident, even those with a seemingly
obvious cause, it’s a rare thing that a deeper delve doesn’t reveal a
complex web of individual factors.
Let’s start at the beginning, at least, taking account of the last
paragraph, our beginning. We received a notification of a crash involving
a Pitts Special, the accident happening as a result of an in-flight engine
failure. The pilot was OK and they (the AAIB) were not going to
investigate directly – effectively a correspondence report from the pilot.
In itself of course, an engine failure in this class of aircraft isn’t a
‘reportable’ incident in the legal sense of the word – but a crash on
landing (even in a field because of an emergency) is. After a great deal
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of discussion with everybody involved with the aircraft up to the time of
the actual failure event, I’m fairly sure that we’ve identified a number of
individual areas where things could, perhaps should, have been done
better. The biggest one being that the owner, and pilot at the time of the
engine stoppage, was very new to the aircraft and he hadn’t really
embarked on a concerted, without being too Julie Andrews-esq, “getting
to know you” strategy. More of this a little later, for now, back to the
actual day of the incident.
The pilot had an intention of flying to an airfield just 20 or so miles
away, it was only the second time he’d been out of his own airfield’s ATZ,
his first cross-country flight in this machine. He had had a bit of training
on a two-seater Pitts before launching off in the S-1S, but hadn’t in any
way really got used to the aircraft’s finer points – how much fuel it used,
best power settings for cruise, practice (and practice again) emergency
drills. Chatting the event through with him afterwards, he admitted that
he couldn’t resist aero-batting his lovely new aircraft; so, up to the time of
the engine stoppage, pretty much all his flying in the machine consisted
of a taxi, a take-off, a climb to a safe height, a bit of enjoyable madness
and a descent and landing … I’m getting itchy feet thinking about it!
Looking through the aircraft log book, there were three exercises like
this and, looking through the fuelling records, no fuel had been uplifted
throughout that period. OK, you’ve guessed what’s happened here,
especially as I’ve given you a great big clue with the pictures!
Calculating the expected fuel use through the period it seems that the
pilot left the airfield for his destination with about 10 minutes’ fuel so, after
10 minutes on track at about 2,000ft, everything went quiet. During the
post incident inspection, the fuel tank was empty but there was some
evidence of fuel having leaked into the cowling, a fuel leak, even a very
small one, wouldn’t have helped the situation in any way.
I expect that you might be thinking that flying off on a cross-country
without enough fuel is a bit of a daft thing to do, but he’s not the only LAA
member to have done this during the 2018 flying season, so watch out!
Here’s where one or two of the other causal factors come in.
The Pitts’ 80-litre fuel tank sits above the pilot’s knees and there is a
direct-reading fuel sight gauge located behind the tank. Now, taking into
account that the Pitts is a very short-coupled aircraft, the tank, when the
aircraft is in its three-point attitude, sits at a very steep angle relative to
the level flight attitude. This means that the sight gauge over-reads fuel
quantity like mad when on the ground. Our pilot didn’t take this into
account during his pre-flight, he thought that he had about a third of a
tank left – clearly, in retrospect, not the case – as the tail comes up the
fuel in the gauge disappears!
There’s an old aviation adage which is worth regurgitating. “There are
two things that are completely useless to a pilot: one, the runway behind
you and two, the fuel in the bowser.”
So, if we’ve skimmed past three of the immediate causal factors, they
being lack of force-landing practice, lack of fuel, and lack of type
experience, what about the other surrounding issues. Well, one big one
is of course, as you may have spotted in the pictures, is that the fuel
quantity wasn’t marked on the gauge in any way – nor, in fact, were any
of the switches marked or any limitation placards attached to the panel.
We looked at how this might have come about, especially as the aircraft
had undergone a series of quite extensive inspections during its
acceptance onto our fleet from a foreign register. It seems that the
placards were originally there but the new owner felt that his new

Right The picture top-left shows the instrument panel from the Pitts
Special that suffered the engine failure due to lack of fuel. It shows the
brand-new instrument panel and the point to notice – there are no
placards identifying switch operation and, most relevantly, the fuel
sight gauge isn’t marked. The picture top-right shows a sight gauge
from another member’s Pitts Special, note the careful quantity
markings. The picture at the bottom shows a section from Curtis Pitts’
original drawings showing how the gauge should be made, and how it
should be marked up.
Photos: Malcolm McBride/Rob Millinship/LAA Library
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Above Nobody likes to see a picture like this. Good “spotters” among
you will know that this is a Pitts Special. The pilot, who wasn’t able to
stop his aircraft after landing deep into a field following an in-flight
engine stoppage, thankfully walked away from the scene without
injury. The reason for the engine failure was that the fuel tank had run
dry. Photo: Arthur Mason

Above The picture above shows one half of a Europa all-moving
tailplane which ‘didn’t feel quite right’ to the engineer during an
inspection. It’s pretty drastic when it’s thought necessary to cut into a
structure to see whether all’s well within. In this case, for reasons yet
to be established, clearly all was not well - the foam core material has
degraded and become soft and spongy. You can see how the
engineer has dug chunks of the material away, trying to find the extent
of the problem. The aircraft that this tailplane came off was one of the
first Europas to be built in the UK which makes it 25 years old. Plastic
foams are vulnerable to chemical attack by many different day-to-day
substances so this finding highlights the importance of avoiding
contamination of foams used as part of a composite structure. For all
their apparent flimsiness, foam cores are an essential part of
composite structures and play a major role in providing
the structure’s strength and stiffness. Photo: Bob McLean

machine deserved a brand-new instrument panel, I agree, it does look
fantastic, but the panel arrived from the spray shop before the placards
– and well, the aircraft was flown before the job was finished off, rarely a
sensible idea.
It’s great learning about a new life partner or a new piece of kit,
whether it’s a new computer, a new motorbike, a new ’phone etc., etc.
But, if you want to avoid a fall-out (or perhaps, fall-off), it’s best to take
the learning experience seriously. This is especially true if your life is
hanging from a set of wings and personally, I always try to find out
quickly how the aircraft behaves without power – it’s unusual to get a
practice field landing right first time with a new type and you don’t want

the first emergency that you have to deal with to be a real one. Don’t
allow yourself to fall into a laissez-faire, unprofessional way of thinking
when it comes to flying – when you’re flying, you’re in a command
position so take this responsibility seriously.
Talking about being laissez-faire. I’m just about finished for the
Christmas break. It’s been a very busy, but very enjoyable year – I hope
that’s true for you. Thank you for all the support you’ve given Safety Spot
through 2018; as you are picking up this copy I expect I and the other
members of your HQ team here at Turweston will be taking a deep
breath as they sit down at our desks for the 2019 flying season. Bring it
on, bring it on! Fair Winds. ■

LAA engineering charges – PLEASE NOTE, NEW fees have applied since 1 April 2015
LAA Project Registration
Kit Built Aircraft
				
£300
Plans Built Aircraft 				
£50
Issue of a Permit to Test Fly
Non-LAA approved design only 			
£40
Initial Permit issue
Up to 450kg 					£450
451-999kg 					£550
1,000kg and above 				
£650
Permit Renewal (can now be paid online via LAA Shop)
Up to 450kg 					£155
451-999kg					£200
1,000kg and above 				
£230
Factory-built gyroplanes (all weights) Note: if the
last Renewal					£250
wasn’t administered by the LAA an extra fee of £125 applies
Modification application
minimum £60
Prototype modification			
Repeat modification			
minimum £30

Transfer
(from C of A to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 450kg 					£150
451 to 999kg					
£250
			
1,000kg and above 				
£350
Four-seat aircraft
Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee
£2,000
Project registration royalty 				
£50
Category change
£135
Group A to microlight				
Microlight to Group A 				
£135
Change of G-Registration fee
Issue of Permit documents following G-Reg change
£45
Replacement Documents
Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document)			
£20
Latest SPARS – No 17 April 2018
PLEASE NOTE: When you’re submitting documents using an
A4-sized envelope, a First Class stamp is insufficient postage.
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